FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR USING THE FILLERS IN THE BEARING STRUCTURE COMPONENTS OF A GONDOLA CAR

**Purpose.** To study the feasibility of using the fillers for the gondola car bearing structure components. This makes it possible to reduce both damage to the gondola car bearing structure components during operating modes of loading and the cost of unscheduled repairs. In addition, it can improve the efficiency of railway transport operation.

**Methodology.** In order to substantiate the use of aluminium foam as a filler for the gondola car bearing structure components with a closed box-section, a computational modeling of loading under the most unfavorable operating mode, such as shunting collision, has been performed. Gondola car 12-757 model built at PJSC Kryukovsky Railway Car Building Works is chosen as a prototype. The calculation is performed using the finite element method implemented in the SolidWorks Simulation (CosmosWorks) software package. The fatigue strength and natural vibration frequencies of the gondola car bearing structure with a filler of its components have been calculated. The natural vibration frequencies of the bearing structure of the gondola car are calculated. The design service life of the gondola car bearing structure has been determined. The main indicators of the gondola car bearing structure dynamics have been studied. The calculation is made in a plane coordinate system. In this case, the mathematical model is solved by the Runge-Kutta method.

**Findings.** The results of the conducted research have revealed that the use of aluminium foam as a filler for the gondola car bearing structure components contributes to reduction of their load-bearing capacity from 12 to 47% compared to the prototype wagon.

**Originality.** The expediency of using aluminium foam as a filler of the gondola car bearing structure components by modeling its load-bearing capacity under the most unfavorable operating conditions has been scientifically substantiated.

**Practical value.** By reducing the loading on the gondola car bearing structure, using aluminium foam as filler for its components, it is possible to increase fatigue strength, reduce the amount of damages, and, consequently, the cost of unscheduled repairs of the wagon. The conducted research can contribute to the creation of recommendations for developing the innovative rolling stock designs with improved technical-and-economic, as well as operational performance.
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**Introduction.** The main condition for the efficient and uninterrupted operation of the transport industry is the well-coordinated exploitation of its individual components. Railway transport has long been an essential component of the transport sector. In order to ensure the leading position of railway transport, it is necessary to provide it with competitive rolling stock. When developing the design of such a rolling stock, it is important to take into account fundamentally new innovative solutions aimed at ensuring the reliability of its operation. One of such solutions is the implementation of the multifunctionality principles into the bearing structures of the wagons. Multifunctionality means the ability of an element or unit to perform more than one function in a structure at a time.

By taking into account the proposed principle at the stage of developing the design of the bearing structures of wagons, it is possible to reduce their loading, as well as increase the useful life by improving the fatigue strength indicators. Therefore, it is important and relevant to study the feasibility of taking into account the principles of multifunctionality in the bearing structures of wagons by substantiating the use of fillers in their components.

**Literature review and unsolved aspects of the problem.** The factors influencing the occurrence of cracks in the bearing structure of the wagon are determined in the work [1]. A methodology is provided that makes it possible to determine the causes of cracks in the zones where welded joints are located. However, the paper does not provide for measures to prevent cracking.

Measures to improve the bearing structure of a freight wagon to ensure its durability in operation are covered in the work [2]. The results of calculating the strength of the wagon bearing structure are presented here. It is important to note that these measures should be applied to freight wagons with an underframe as their bearing structure.

The modernization peculiarities of bearing structures of wagons to prolong their service life are described in the paper [3]. This paper also presents measures to improve the system for diagnosing the technical condition of the modernized
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bearing structures of wagons. However, this modernization consists in strengthening the individual units of wagons, rather than the entire bearing structure.

The strength and fatigue of the welded bearing structure of the wagon body are studied in the paper [4]. The reasons for defects occurring in structural elements of the wagon body are determined. However, the paper does not propose measures to prevent the occurrence of these defects in the bearing structures of the wagons.

The strength of a gondola car bearing structure when performing unloading operations is studied in the paper [5]. The calculation is performed using the tools of computer modelling by the finite element method. The most loaded zones of the gondola car bearing structure are determined. However, the research does not propose measures to ensure the strength of the gondola car in operation.

The dynamic loading and strength of the wagon bearing structure during transportation by train ferry is studied in the work [6]. Measures are proposed to adapt the wagon to a reliable fixing on the deck. It is important to note that these measures contribute to ensuring the strength of the wagon’s bearing structure only when transported by ferry, and not when operating on the main-line railways.

Modernization of the wagon’s bearing structures to improve their technical-and-economic indicators is performed in the work [7]. It is here that the use of magnesium alloys in their bearing structures is proposed. However, the paper does not provide the results of substantiating the use of magnesium alloys in the gondola car bearing structures for improving their strength under operating modes of loading.

**Unsolved aspects of the problem.** Analysis of the literature sources leads to a conclusion that it is expedient to conduct a research aimed at improving the strength of the gondola car bearing structures under the most unfavorable conditions of loading by substantiating the use of fillers in their components. This can reduce the amount of damages to the wagon’s bearing structures during operation, the cost of unscheduled repairs, as well as improve the strength, dynamics and reliability of wagons. In addition, the research performed can be useful developments in the design of modern competitive structures of freight wagons.

**Purpose.** The purpose of the paper is to study the feasibility of using the fillers in the gondola car bearing structure components. This makes it possible to reduce both damage to the gondola car bearing structure components during operating modes of loading and the cost of unscheduled repairs. In addition, it can improve the efficiency of railway transport operation.

**Methods.** To study the feasibility of using the fillers in the gondola car bearing structure components, it is important to conduct a multi-method research into its dynamics and strength.

For achieving this purpose, the following tasks are set and solved:

1. To determine the fatigue strength of the gondola car bearing structure with the filler of its components.
2. To determine the fatigue strength, design service life and natural vibration frequencies of the gondola car bearing structure with the filler of its components.
3. To determine the main indicators of the gondola car bearing structure dynamics with the filler of its components.

**Results.** To reduce loading on the gondola car bearing structure during operating modes, it is possible to use the filler for its components with a closed box-section. In this case, it is expedient to use aluminium foam as a filler. The bearing structure components, proposed to be filled with aluminium foam, are shown in Figs. 1, 2.

To substantiate the use of aluminium foam as a filler for the gondola car bearing structure components, its spatial model has been developed in the SolidWorks software package. The presence of aluminium foam is modeled by including the elements with the characteristics indicated in Table 1 into the components of the bearing structure.

To determine the strength of the gondola car bearing structure, a calculation is performed using the finite element method. In this case, the SolidWorks Simulation (CosmosWorks) software package is used [8, 9].

The optimal number of elements in the finite element model of the gondola car bearing structure is determined using the graphical-analytical method [10, 11]. Isoperimetric tetrahedrons are used as finite elements [12, 13]. The number of grid points is 120,917 and the number of elements is 384,184. In this case, the maximum element size is 100 mm, the minimum is 20 mm. The maximum aspect ratio is 644.99, the percentage of elements with an aspect ratio of less than 3 is 25.7, more than 10 is 31.4. The number of elements in the circle is 8. The element size increase ratio is 1.6. The model is fixed in the zones of resting of the bearing structure on the bogies.

The calculation is made for the case of shunting collision. When compiling the design model, the vertical static loads $P_s$, the expansion pressure of the bulk cargo $P_b$ (bituminous coal), as well as the longitudinal load $P_l$ acting on the bearing structure from the automatic coupling device are taken into account.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit of measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elasticity modulus</td>
<td>$5.3 \cdot 10^3$</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass density</td>
<td>800 kg/m$^3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate tensile strength</td>
<td>$5.0 \cdot 10^7$</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield point</td>
<td>$1.05 \cdot 10^6$</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Fig. 3). It is also taken into account that the expansion pressure of the bulk cargo on the side walls of the gondola car acts according to the law of a triangle. The expansion pressure is applied to the end walls according to the trapezoidal law.

The strength calculation results are shown in Fig. 4. Thus, the maximum equivalent stresses recorded in the zone of the bolster beam interaction with the centre sill are about 340 MPa. Maximum displacements that occur in the middle of the underframe are about 4.7 mm. Therefore, the strength of the gondola car bearing structure is ensured [14, 15].

A comparative analysis of the maximum equivalent stresses arising in a typical gondola car bearing structure, taking into account the use of a filler, is presented in Table 2.

The difference between the maximum equivalent stresses in a typical gondola car bearing structure and with account of using the filler is shown in Fig. 5.

Taking into account the use of aluminium foam as a filler for the gondola car bearing structure components, its dead weight increases by 16.2 % compared to a structure without a filler. However, to reduce the sprung mass of the wagon, it is possible to optimize the components of its structure by the criterion of minimum material consumption.

The fatigue strength of the gondola car bearing structure with the use of aluminium foam as a filler for its components has been calculated.

The calculation is performed based on the static analysis results, shown in Fig. 4. In this case, the number of tests amounts to $10^7$ cycles. The fatigue curve has been obtained based on the elasticity modulus of 09G2C steel grade using the options of the SolidWorks Simulation (CosmosWorks) software package.

The conducted research makes it possible to determine the most loaded zones of a gondola car bearing structure (Fig. 6). These include the zones of the bolster beam interaction with the centre sill.

The calculations performed make it possible to conclude that the fatigue strength of a gondola car bearing structure at a specified test base is ensured. Thus, the fatigue strength of the gondola car bearing structure with a filler increases by 7 % compared to the typical structure.

To determine the design service life of a gondola car bearing structure, the method described in the work by Professor P. A. Ustich is used

$$T_e = \frac{(\sigma_{1L}/[n])^m \cdot N_0}{B \cdot f_d \cdot \sigma_{sw} \cdot k_d \cdot \psi_s \cdot K_c^m},$$

(1)

where $\sigma_{1L}$ is the average value of the endurance limit; $n$ is the permissible safety factor; $m$ is an indicator of the fatigue curve rate; $N_0$ is the number of tests; $B$ is the coefficient characterising a period of continuous operation of an object; $s$; $f_d$ is the effective frequency of dynamic stresses; $\sigma_{sw}$ is static weight load stress; $k_d$ is the vertical dynamics coefficient; $\psi_s$ is the sensitivity coefficient; $K_c$ is the overall factor for fatigue strength reduction.

The following input parameters are taken in the calculations: $\sigma_{1L} = 245$ MPa; $n = 2$; $m = 8$; $N_0 = 10^7$; $B = 3.07 \cdot 10^8$ s; $f_d = 2.7$ Hz; $k_d = 0.35$; $\psi_s/K_c = 0.2$. The following input parameters are taken in the calculations:
The calculations performed indicate that the design service life of the gondola car bearing structure is not less than 32 years.

It is important to note that the obtained value of the design service life should be specified taking into account additional research into the longitudinal load acting on the gondola car bearing structure.

Also, within the framework of the research, the values of the natural vibration frequencies of the gondola car bearing structure have been determined. The calculation is performed according to the scheme shown in Fig. 3. The calculation results are given in Table 3.

Based on the data in Table 3, it can be concluded that the values of natural vibration frequencies are within permissible limits, since the first natural vibration frequency has a value of more than 8 Hz \([14, 15]\).

To determine the main indicators of the gondola car bearing structure dynamics with a filler in its components, the calculation of the dynamic loading in the vertical plane has been performed. The calculation scheme is shown in Fig. 10. In this case, a mathematical model developed by Professor Yu. V. Diomin is used.

The equations of the design model motion are as follows

\[
M_1 \frac{d^2 q_1}{dt^2} + C_{11} q_1 + C_{13} q_3 + C_{15} q_5 = -F_{FR} \left( \text{sign} \left( \frac{d q_1}{dt} \right) + \text{sign} \left( \frac{d q_5}{dt} \right) \right);
\]

\[
M_2 \frac{d^2 q_2}{dt^2} + C_{22} q_2 + C_{23} q_3 + C_{25} q_5 = -F_{FR} \left( \text{sign} \left( \frac{d q_2}{dt} \right) + \text{sign} \left( \frac{d q_5}{dt} \right) \right);
\]

\[
M_3 \frac{d^2 q_3}{dt^2} + C_{31} q_1 + C_{32} q_2 + C_{33} q_3 + B_{33} \frac{d q_3}{dt} = -k_s \left( \eta_1 - \eta_2 \right) - \beta_1 \left( \frac{d \eta_1}{dt} - \frac{d \eta_2}{dt} \right);
\]

\[
M_4 \frac{d^2 q_4}{dt^2} + C_{44} q_4 + B_{44} \frac{d q_4}{dt} = -k_1 \left( \eta_1 - \eta_2 \right) - \beta_1 \left( \frac{d \eta_1}{dt} - \frac{d \eta_2}{dt} \right);
\]

\[
M_5 \frac{d^2 q_5}{dt^2} + C_{51} q_1 + C_{52} q_2 + C_{53} q_3 + B_{55} \frac{d q_5}{dt} = -k_s \left( \eta_1 - \eta_2 \right) - \beta_1 \left( \frac{d \eta_1}{dt} - \frac{d \eta_2}{dt} \right);
\]

\[
M_6 \frac{d^2 q_6}{dt^2} + C_{66} q_6 + B_{66} \frac{d q_6}{dt} = -k_1 \left( \eta_1 - \eta_4 \right) - \beta_1 \left( \frac{d \eta_1}{dt} - \frac{d \eta_4}{dt} \right),
\]

where \(M_i\) are inertial coefficients of the vibration system elements; \(C_{ij}\) is elasticity characteristic of the vibration system elements; \(B_{ij}\) is scattering function; \(a\) is half the bogie base; \(q_i\) are generalized coordinates corresponding to translational and angular displacements around the vertical axis of the wagon body, the first and second bogies, as well as the load, respectively; \(k_i\) is spring suspension stiffness; \(\beta_i\) is the damping factor; \(F_{FR}\) is friction force in the spring set.

Therefore, the first two equations characterize the displacements of the body during vibrations of jumping and galloping, the second to sixth equations — the elements of the wagon running gear.

The input parameters to the mathematical model are given in Table 4.

Initial displacement and velocities are taken equal to zero \([16–18]\).

The solution to the mathematical model is performed in the MathCad software package using the Runge-Kutta method \([19, 20]\). The calculation results are given in Figs. 7–10.

### Table 3

| Natural vibration frequencies of the gondola car bearing structure |
|------------------|------------------|
| Vibration form | Frequency, Hz | Vibration form | Frequency, Hz |
| 1               | 13.5            | 6               | 35.2            |
| 2               | 17.6            | 7               | 40.6            |
| 3               | 26.0            | 8               | 41.7            |
| 4               | 32.2            | 9               | 46.9            |
| 5               | 32.9            | 10              | 52.1            |

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Dimensionality</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(M_1)</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M_2)</td>
<td>t · m²</td>
<td>348.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M_3)</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M_4), (M_5)</td>
<td>t · m²</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>4.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_s)</td>
<td>kN/m</td>
<td>8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_1)</td>
<td>kN/m</td>
<td>100 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_1)</td>
<td>kN · s/m</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fig. 7. Acceleration of the gondola car body in the center of mass

### Fig. 8. Acceleration of the bogies

### Fig. 9. Force in the spring suspension of the bogie
The maximum acceleration of the gondola car body in the center of mass is 4.2 m/s². The accelerations of the bogies are equal to 5.3 m/s². The forces in the spring suspension of the bogies are about 44.2 kN, and the coefficient of vertical dynamics is 0.58.

The calculations performed make it possible to conclude that the studied dynamics indicators of the gondola car with a filler in its components are within permissible limits. Gondola car movement can be assessed as excellent [14, 15].

Conclusions.
1. The strength of the gondola car bearing structure with the filler in its components has been determined. The calculation is performed using the finite element method. The maximum equivalent stresses are recorded in the zone of the bolster beam interaction with the centre sill and amount to about 340 MPa. The maximum displacements occur in the middle of the underframe and are approximately 4.7 mm. Therefore, the strength of the gondola car bearing structure is ensured.
2. The fatigue strength, design service life and natural vibration frequencies of the gondola car bearing structure with the filler of its components have been determined. Thus, the number of tests amounts to 10⁷ cycles. The calculations performed make it possible to conclude that the fatigue strength of a gondola car bearing structure at a specified number of tests is ensured. It should be noted that the fatigue strength of the gondola car bearing structure with a filler increases by 7 % compared to the typical structure.
3. The design service life of the gondola car bearing structure with the filler in its components is not less than 32 years.
4. The modal analysis results indicate that the values of natural vibration frequencies are within permissible limits. At that, the first natural vibration frequency has a value of more than 8 Hz.
5. The main indicators of the gondola car bearing structure dynamics with the filler in its components have been determined. Thus, the maximum acceleration of the gondola car body in the center of mass is 4.2 m/s². The accelerations of the bogies are equal to 5.3 m/s². The forces in the spring suspension of the bogies are about 44.2 kN, and the coefficient of vertical dynamics is 0.58. Therefore, the gondola car movement can be assessed as excellent.

References.
Мета. Встановлення доцільності використання наповнювачів у складових несучої конструкції напіввагона. Це сприятиме зменшенню пошкоджень складових несучої конструкції напіввагона при експлуатаційних режимах навантаження, скороченною витрат на позапланові види ремонту, а також підвищенню ефективності експлуатації залізничного транспорту.

Методика. Для обґрунтування застосування піноалюмінію в якості наповнювача складових несучої конструкції напіввагона, що мають замкнений переріз, проведено комп’ютерне моделювання навантаженості при найбільш несприятливому експлуатаційному режимі – маневрове співударяння. В якості прототипу обрано напіввагон моделі 12-757 побудови ПАТ «Крюківський вагонобудівний завод». Розрахунок здійснений за методом скінчених елементів, реалізованого у програмному комплексі SolidWorks Simulation (CosmosWorks). Проведено розрахунок на втомну міцність несучої конструкції напіввагона з наповнювачем його складових. Розраховані власні частоти коливань несучої конструкції напіввагона. Визначено прогнозний строк служби несучої конструкції напіввагона. Досліджені основні показники динаміки несучої конструкції напіввагона. Розрахунок здійснений у плоскій системі координат. При цьому розв’язок математичної моделі здійснений за методом Рунге-Кутта.

Результати. Результати проведених досліджень дозволили встановити, що використання піноалюмінію в якості наповнювача складових несучої конструкції напіввагона сприяє зменшенню їх навантаженості в порівнянні з вагоном-прототипом від 12 до 47%.

Наукова новизна. Проведено наукове обґрунтування доцільності використання піноалюмінію в якості наповнювача складових несучої конструкції напіввагона шляхом моделювання його навантаженості за найбільш несприятливого режиму експлуатації.

Практична значимість. За рахунок зменшення навантаженості несучої конструкції напіввагона шляхом використання піноалюмінію в якості наповнювача його складових стає можливим покращити втомну міцність, зменшити кількість пошкоджень, а, відповідно, й витрат на позапланові види ремонту вагона. Проведені дослідження сприятимуть створенню рекомендацій щодо проектування інноваційних конструкцій рухомого складу з покращеними техніко-економічними, а також експлуатаційними показниками.

Ключові слова: транспортна механіка, напіввагон, навантаженість конструкції, міцність кузова, втомна міцність.
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